Sky recommended
Lounge Recall Notice (June
1, 2000)
replacement

for
diamir
axion-82
82(long) at crampon
Black Diamond
Equipment, Ltd,and
is
issuing a RECALL for a small
percentage of Skylounge Portaledges
shipped from Black Diamond prior to
March 1, 1999. The hinges on these
ledges were assembled with hollow
core steel rivets. Futher testing has
shown that hinges using solid core
steel rivets are better at withstanding
severe point loading. Ledges with
hollow core rivets have the potential
to shear which can cause failure of
the hinge. We started using solid core
rivets on all ledges on March 15,
1999.

	
  

Date stamp 06

(ignore number 1-12)

We are requesting that customers

Black Diamond
Equipment,
Ltd. and Fritschi
AG Swiss Bindings recommend replacement of the support
examine
their Skylounge
Portaledges
(red plastic component)
of
the
2006
model
Diamir
Axion-82 and 82(Long) Alpine Touring Crampons. Conand return those made with hollow
versions of the
support
willthat
be made
atreplace
no charge as a courtesy of Black Diamond and Fritschi AG Swiss
core
rivets so
we can
Bindings. The
updated
support
contains
design
and composition changes that increase the reliability and
them with solid core rivets. All
ledges
effectivenessmade
of thewith
AT Crampon.
solid core These
rivets changes
are fine. were implemented to ensure the integrity of the crampon
under certainThe
rigorous
conditions.
Black Diamond and Fritschi AG Swiss Bindings strongly recommend that
two rivets
are easily
as be
illustrated
the accordingly, advise against their continued use. Less than
the support distinguishable
of the ‘06 models
replacedinand,
pictures
The have
hollow
core
rivets
150 pairs of these
AT below.
Crampons
been
sold
in the U.S. The ‘07 models will be delivered with the updated
are
silver
and
hollow
in
the
center.
support.
The solid core rivets are gold colored
and have can
a pinbeinside
the If there are any questions about the identification of the
The ‘06 identification
foundthe
as center
shown of
above.
rivet.
concerned crampons, please contact Black Diamond or its nearest authorized dealer. For exchange of sup-

ports, pleaseIfcontact
anaauthorized
dealer or Black Diamond’s Warranty Department.
you have
ledge builtBlack
with Diamond
hollow
core rivets please return it to Black
Diamond.
Black Diamond
is vigilant in ensuring quality and reliability in the equipment it chooses to distribute. Ac-

cordingly, it is highly recommended that you abide by the recommended replacement of the supports of the
Diamir Axion-82 and 82(Long) ‘06 AT Crampons.
To locate a dealer: XXXCEFMDPNXUCQIQ
#MBDL%JBNPOE&RVJQNFOU -UE
2084 East 3900 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84124 USA
Phone: (801) 278-5533
8:00-5:00 p.m. M.D.T.
Fax: (801) 278-5544
E-mail: ski@bdel.com
For non-U.S. inquires, please contact your respective distributor.

